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Abstract The sparse representation based classification methods has achieved significant performance in

recent years. To fully exploit both the holistic and locality information of face samples, a series of sparse

representation based methods in spatial pyramid structure have been proposed. However, there are still

some limitations for these sparse representation methods in spatial pyramid structure. Firstly, all the spatial

patches in these methods are directly aggregated with same weights, ignoring the differences of patches’

reliability. Secondly, all these methods are not quite robust to poses, expression and misalignment varia-

tions, especially in under-sampled cases. In this paper, a novel method named robust sparse representation

based classification in an adaptive weighted spatial pyramid structure (RSRC-ASP) is proposed. RSRC-ASP

builds a spatial pyramid structure for sparse representation based classification with a self-adaptive weighting

strategy for residuals’ aggregation. In addition, three strategies, local-neighbourhood representation, local

intra-class Bayesian residual criterion, and local auxiliary dictionary, are exploited to enhance the robust-

ness of RSRC-ASP. Experiments on various data sets show that RSRC-ASP outperforms the classical sparse

representation based classification methods especially for under-sampled face recognition problems.
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1 Introduction

Face recognition has constantly been an important research subject in the area of computer vision and

pattern recognition. Research activities on the subspace’ methods, which are based on the hypothesis that

all the face images are contained in a linear lower dimensional manifold [1,2], have increased significantly

over the last two decades. Inspired by the sparse coding methods [3, 4], Wright et al. [5] proposed a

classical subspace method named sparse representation based classification (SRC), which codes a query

sample as sparse linear combination of all training samples and then classifies it by evaluating which

class has the minimal coding residual. When the training dictionary is overcomplete, the SRC method

can achieve much higher recognition accuracy comparing to other subspace methods. In addition, SRC

is also proven robust to occlusion and corruption.

Inspired by SRC, a series of sparse representation based pattern recognition methods have been pro-

posed. Zhang et al. [6] emphasized the collaborative representation mechanism’s importance and proposed
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a more general ‘collaborative representation based classification’ (CRC) model. Yang et al. [7] discussed

how to choose features in CR mechanism and proposed multi-task joint sparse representation based clas-

sification (MTJSRC) fusing multiple local features. Ma et al. [8] discussed the role of dictionaries in CR

mechanism and learned low-rank dictionaries to enhance CRC based pattern classification. Focussing

on separating intra-class variations components, Refs. [9–12] exploited the auxiliary dictionary in SRC’s

framework, which is more robust to large intra-class variations caused by illumination, poses and occlu-

sions. Feng et al. [13] combined the advantages of collaborative representation and Bayesian residual

criterion and proposed collaborative Bayesian representation (CRB), significantly improving CRC’s per-

formance in under-sampled cases. In addition, a series of fast algorithms, such as [14, 15], were also

proposed to improve the efficiency. Recently, quite a few research studies [16–19] have been proposed to

enhance the sparsity based pattern classification’s robustness in variety of challenging practical cases.

While the above-mentioned sparse representation based classification methods are only conducted in

a single holistic scale, local facial information of multi-scales is rather ignored. Inspired by the idea of

spatial pyramid matching (SPM) [20,21], various studies such as ScSPM [22], LLC [23], LCRC [24], SLF-

RKR [25], LGR [26], RLR [27] exploit a spatial pyramid (SP) mechanism in sparse representation based

methods. These methods work by partitioning the image into several fine sub-patches to conduct local

sparse representations, and then aggregating the local coefficients or residuals in a pyramid structure

for classification. The sparse representation based classification methods in spatial pyramid structure

incorporates facial samples’ local and holistic information. Recognition accuracies are largely improved

especially for cases with large occlusions.

However, there are still some limitations for the sparse representation methods in spatial pyramid

structure. Firstly, all the spatial patches in these methods are directly aggregated with the same weights.

All facial sub-patches contribute equally in the representation stage. While for practical face recognitions,

intra-class interferences such as illumination, occlusion and noise, may have different influences on differ-

ent sub-patches. Sub-patches of low quality could hardly be represented with their corresponding local

dictionaries and are less reliable for recognition. The differences between the reliable sub-patches and

unreliable sub-patches are rather ignored in the original mechanisms. Secondly, all these above-mentioned

methods are not quite robust to interferences caused by poses, expressions and misalignment, especially

in under-sampled cases. These drawbacks limit the usages of these methods in practical face recognition

applications.

In this paper, a novel method named robust sparse representation based classification in an adaptive

weighted spatial pyramid structure (RSRC-ASP) is proposed. There are two main contributions for

RSRC-ASP: Firstly, RSRC-ASP exploits a sparsity evaluation based self-adaptive weighting strategy for

residuals’ aggregation, which fully considers the differences among sub-patches’ qualities. In addition,

three strategies, local-neighbourhood representation, local intra-class Bayesian residual criterion, local

auxiliary dictionary are exploited to enhance the robustness of RSRC-ASP. Experiments on various data

sets show that the proposed method outperforms the classic sparse representation based methods by

about 2%–15%’s improvement especially in under-sampled cases.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce related work. Section 3

presents the framework of our proposed algorithm RSRC-ASP and discusses its advantages. Experiments

on various databases are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes our paper.

2 Related work

2.1 SRC

As the discussion in Section 1, SRC consists of two major parts: the collaborative representation model

and the residual model. In SRC, query face sample is firstly encoded as sparse linear combination of all

training samples and then is classified by evaluating which class has the minimal coding residual. The

algorithm of SRC [5] is summarized as

α̂ = min
α

‖y −Xα‖22 + λ‖α‖1, (1)
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Figure 1 (Color online) The illustration of ScSPM’s framework.

identity(y) = argmin
i

‖y −Xiα̂i‖
2
2, (2)

where, y is the query sample, X = [X1, X2, . . . , XC ] is the training dictionary set of C subjects, and

α = [αT
1 , α

T
2 , . . . , α

T
C ]

T is the corresponding representation coefficients.

Following Wright’s work, a series of sparse representation based methods have been proposed. While

most of these studies just use the holistic pixel as feature, the spatial information in different scales is

rather ignored. Focussing on this issues, various sptial pyramid based sparse representation methods has

been proposed, as shown in the following subsection.

2.2 Local structure based sparse representation methods

Inspired by SPM, Yang et al. [22] proposed the sparse coding based spatial pyramid matching (ScSPM)

method. Samples are firstly partitioned into several local patches. Then sparse representations are com-

puted on all sub-patches to learn a shared local dictionary. Afterwards, a spatial pyramid structure is

built by maximum pooling of local representations in increasing sub-regions. Finally, the coding coeffi-

cients of all sub-regions are directly stacked as the final facial feature for classification. The architecture

of ScSPM is illustrated in Figure 1.

ScSPM has made a remarkable success on a range of image classification benchmarks like Caltech-

101 and Caltech-256, and is widely used in varieties of practical problems such as face recognition and

scene recognition. Recently a few of improvements [23, 28, 29] have been worked out to enhance feature

robustness. However, the patch-shared ScSPM does not consider the differences of local features in

different locations and scales, ignoring sub-patches’ specific information.

Another respective spatial pyramid based sparse representation method is locality constrained rep-

resentation based classification (LCRC), proposed by Shen et al. [24]. Different from the patch-shared

ScSPM, LCRC exploits a patch-specific structure. Images are firstly built a pyramid structure and par-

titioned into fine sub-regions in each pyramid level. Then, sparse coding is conducted with a specific

local dictionary in each sub-region independently. Finally, residuals rather than the coding coefficients

are aggregated as the final facial feature. Besides, a simple locality based concentration index (LCI) is

exploited to reject the heavily corrupted patches. The final residual criterion of subject i is defined as

Ci =
∑

k

C
(k)
i =

∑

k

‖y(k) −X
(k)
i α̂

(k)
i ‖22, (3)

where, C
(k)
i is the ith subject’s representation residual criterion over sub-patch k. y(k), X

(k)
i and α

(k)
i

are its corresponding query sample, ith class’s dictionary and coefficients respectively.

Both ScSPM and LCRC incorporate the locality and holistic facial information by conducting local

sparse representation in a spatial pyramid local structure. Recently, a series of local structure based

sparse representation methods have been proposed: SLF-RKR [25] combines the statical local features

and kernel methods in SRC’s mechanism. LGR [26] and its improving work RLR [27] exploit local robust

representation model in face recognition with single sample per person (SSPP). The patch-specific LCRC
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Figure 2 (Color online) The illustration of the RSRC-ASP’s framework.

fully considers the differences among features in different sub-regions. It is proven that the aggregated

residual criterions are more effective for classification comparing with the aggregated coefficient feature

in ScSPM.

However, the residuals of sub-patches are directly aggregated by summation with the same weights in

the above-mentioned state-of-art local structure based methods. The patches’ residuals (though reserved

by LCI in some methods), still contribute equally to the final residual. In addition, there is a pixel-to-

pixel correlation between the query sample and training samples in representation stage. The pixel-to-

pixel correlation mechanism requires face images being well-aligned, which is quite difficult to guarantee

in practical systems. These methods’ performance drops sharply when facing large poses variations.

Focussing on these problems, a novel method in a spatial pyramid structure is proposed in the following

section.

3 RSRC-ASP method

3.1 The framework of RSRC-ASP method

In RSRC-ASP, face samples are firstly built a pyramid structure and partitioned into fine several sub-

patches in each pyramid level. Then, local robust sparse representation with three strategies: local-

neighbourhood representation, local intra-class Bayesian residual criterion, local auxiliary dictionary, is

conducted on each sub-patch. Finally the residuals over local patches are aggregated by an adaptive

weighting strategy for classification. The framework of RSRC-ASP’s algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.2 Self-adaptive weighting strategy for residuals’ aggregating

For face recognition problems with large interferences such as illumination, occlusion and misalignment,

facial sub-patches are influenced in different degrees. In this paper, we define the less corrupted patches

as reliable patches, which are of better quality and more effective for classification. In addition, we define

the heavily corrupted patches as unreliable patches, which are of bad quality and usually mislead the

final classification. The reliable patches should contribute more to the final classifier while the unreliable

patches contribute less.

The sparsity of the representation coefficients is exploited in RSRC-ASP as an evaluation index for

each patch’s reliability. The unreliable patches could hardly be reconstructed by their corresponding local

training dictionaries especially in under-sampled cases. For unreliable patches, more dictionary items are
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Figure 3 (Color online) The representation coefficients over different patches.

required to fully reconstruct the query sample. Therefore, the representation coefficients of the reliable

patches tend to be sparser than those of the unreliable patches as shown in Figure 3.

In RSRC-ASP, the final aggregated residual criterion Ci is defined as

Ci(y) =
∑

k

w(k)C
(k)
i =

∑

k

‖y(k) −X
(k)
i α

(k)
i ‖22

‖α(k)‖1
, (4)

where, w(k) = 1
‖α(k)‖1

is the self-adaptive weight corresponding to sub-patch k, α(k) is the representation

coefficient of patch k over all subjects’s training dictionary, and α
(k)
i is the sub-coefficient vector over the

ith subject’s training dictionary of patch k.

Then, the final classification is conducted on the aggregated residual criterion, defined as

identity(y) = argmin
i

Ci(y). (5)

Remarkably, there are various inherent differences between CRC-RLS [6] and the proposed RSRC-

ASP method, though their residual criterion’s forms are very similar. Firstly, CRC-RLS just conduct

representation on the holistic face. Secondly, the coefficient on the denominator term corresponds to one

specific subject in CRC-RLS. Whereas, the representation coefficient α(k) on the denominator corresponds

to sub-patch k’s all subjects in RSRC-ASP. In addition, their denominator terms’ meanings are also

quite different. For CRC-RLS, the denominator term describes one specific subject’s contribution in the

collaborative representation, which brings some discrimination information for final classification. While

for RSRC-ASP, the denominator term mainly describes one specific patch’s reliability.

Define y as the query sample vector. The sub-patches y(m) and y(n) can be viewed as projections

of y on its corresponding subspaces. When face samples are corrupted by illumination, occlusions or

misalignment, the query sample y is transformed to ỹ. Sub-patches ỹ(m) and ỹ(n) are projections of

the corrupted sample ỹ. As illustrated in Figure 4, the projections of ỹ vary differently in subspace m

and n. Since sub-patch n is less influenced by interferences, the reliable sub-patch vector ỹ(n) is more

closer to the original projection y(n) comparing with unreliable sub-patch ỹ(m). Therefore, higher weights

should be added to the more reliable sub-patches in RSRC-ASP, which largely enhances the robustness

of under-sampled face recognition.

3.3 Local robust sparse representation for patches

3.3.1 Strategy A: local-neighbourhood representation

In RSRC-ASP, we exploit a local-neighbourhood representation (LNR) strategy on the representation

stage to improve RSRC-ASP’s performance with large poses and misalignment variations. The LNR

strategy is based on the assumption that local patches lay in the same linear subspace with their neigh-

bourhood patch samples. For each patch of the training dictionary, we sample a series of patches as

the augmentation patches, with a sliding window sampling on its nearby locations. The augmentation
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Figure 5 (Color online) The illustration of LNR strategy.

patches are then added to the training dictionary to collaboratively represent its corresponding patches

of query image. Figure 5 illustrates the sampling process of LNR. The LNR strategy enhances the repre-

sentation ability of patches’ local training dictionaries, especially for the samples with misalignment and

poses variations.

3.3.2 Strategy B: local intra-class Bayesian residual criterion

The original sparse representation based classification methods utilizes an Euclidean similarity residual

criterion for classification. While for the under-sampled face recognition, where the training dictionary

is not over-complete, the intra-class and inter-class variations can not be easily distinguished by the

Euclidean similarity criterion. Following the collaborative representation Bayesian (CRB) [13, 30, 31]

recognition method’s idea, we exploit a better residual criterion, named local intra-class Bayesian residual

criterion (LIBRC), in RSRC-ASP.

Assume all the facial intra-class variations lay in a linear subspace. If the query’s kth patch y(k)

belongs to class i, residual of patch y(k), defined as r
(k)
i = y(k) −X

(k)
i α̂i

(k), is characteristic of the intra-

class variation Ω
(k)
I , where Ω

(k)
I corresponds to intra-class variations, caused by illumination, poses and

expressions. Suppose the intra-class residuals of ΩI are subject to a Gaussian-distribution with covariance

Σk, the ML local intra-class Bayesian residual criterion of the k patch P (Ω
(k)
I |r

(k)
i ) can be simplified as

C
(k)
i = r

(k)
i

T
Σ−1

k r
(k)
i . (6)

Σk can be estimated by the intra-class intensity differences of generic data’s patch samples. Augmenta-

tion patches in the local neighborhood can also be added to estimate Σr(k) . The final aggregated residual

criterion is defined as

Ci =
∑

k

C
(k)
i

‖α̂(k)‖1
. (7)
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Figure 6 (Color online) Different local residual criterions over an unreliable patch (each of the stripe bars represents the

residual criterion of the query image’s corresponding subject).

3.3.3 Strategy C: local auxiliary dictionary

Inspired by the ideas of ESRC [9], SSRC [10], LAD [11], a series of patch-specific local auxiliary dictionar-

ies, such as LGR [26] and RLR [27], are also exploit to the local sparse representations. In this strategy,

local auxiliary dictionaries are trained from corresponding sub-patches’ intra-class differences, captured

from generic face samples. Auxiliary dictionaries over k patches are defined as A = [A(1), A(2), . . . , A(ns)],

where ns is the number of sub-patches of a query sample. Components comparing with the training dic-

tionariesX , auxiliary dictionaries are of better ability to reconstruct the intra-class variation components.

For the query image’s kth sub-patch, the sparse representation process with auxiliary dictionary is sum-

marized as

min
α(k),β(k)

‖y(k) −X(k)α(k) −A(k)β(k)‖22 + λ‖[α(k);β(k)]‖1, (8)

where, β(k) is the representation coefficient over auxiliary dictionary A(k). Then the aggregated residual

criterion of subject i can be defined as

Ci =
∑

k

C
(k)
i

‖α̂(k)‖1
=

∑

k

‖y(k) −X
(k)
i α

(k)
i −A(k)β(k)‖22

‖α̂(k)‖1
. (9)

All these three above-mentioned strategies are proved more effective and robust for recognition tasks

with large intra-class variations. As shown in Figure 6, the reliability and discrimination of the corrupted

patches are dominantly enhanced by these strategies, which leads to a better recognition performance of

RSRC-ASP.

4 Experiments and results

4.1 Recognition results

In this section, face recognition experiments are conducted on several benchmark databases: extended

Yale B, AR, CMU PIE and LFW. 131465 face images are collected from Internet and external databases

as the training set for the local intra-class Bayesian residual criterions and local auxiliary dictionaries.
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Figure 7 (Color online) The recognition results in extended Yale B.

Table 1 The recognition results (%) in extended Yale B

Gallery 1 2 4 6 8

ScSPM 21.73 ± 2.78 41.31 ± 1.43 61.98 ± 1.21 74.78 ± 0.83 80.69 ± 0.72

SRC 24.00 ± 1.98 46.50 ± 1.21 73.30 ± 0.93 87.00 ± 0.84 92.40 ± 0.43

LCRC 43.30 ± 1.42 72.10 ± 1.14 95.00 ± 0.55 99.30 ± 0.16 99.80 ± 0.03

SLF+RKR 32.83 ± 1.93 48.60 ± 1.62 73.95 ± 0.93 90.56 ± 0.81 92.40 ± 0.44

RLR 43.61 ± 1.87 66.32 ± 1.74 88.52 ± 1.77 93.24 ± 1.66 94.60 ± 1.39

RSRC-ASP(Non) 45.30 ± 0.97 74.10 ± 0.89 96.50 ± 0.32 99.40 ± 0.05 99.90 ± 0.02

RSRC-ASP(A) 44.20 ± 1.59 75.35 ± 1.16 97.20 ± 0.43 99.40 ± 0.06 99.90 ± 0.05

RSRC-ASP(B) 56.50 ± 0.83 81.50 ± 0.81 97.60 ± 0.38 99.30 ± 0.07 99.50 ± 0.04

RSRC-ASP(C) 60.24 ± 1.23 85.67 ± 1.35 98.34 ± 0.55 99.30 ± 0.18 99.90 ± 0.02

Comparisons are made in the experiments with several sparse representation based methods: ScSPM [22],

SRC [5], LCRC [24], SLF-RKR [25], RLR [27] and the proposed RSRC-ASP methods (with different local

robust strategies, defined as RSRC-ASP (A)/(B)/(C)/(Non)). All the methods share the same pyramid

structure, {1, 2, 3, 6}. Hyper-parameters are chosen by cross-validation.

4.1.1 Extended Yale B

The extended Yale B database [32] consists of 38 individuals’ frontal face images with laboratory-

controlled illumination conditions. We randomly choose 1–8 face samples per subject as the training

dictionary in under-sampled cases, and use all the others for testing. Recognition results are shown in

Figure 7 and Table 1. The proposed RSRC-ASP methods with robust strategies outperform the classic

sparse representation based methods such as SRC, ScSPM or LCRC, by 2%–17% in nearly all training

set sizes.

4.1.2 AR

The AR database [33] contains 100 individuals’ color images (about 50 images per person) with variations

of illumination, expression and occlusion. Recognition results are shown in Figure 8 and Table 2. Different

from the experiments in [25, 27], we use the whole AR database (including images with occlusions) for

recognition. The proposed RSRC-ASP methods outperform the others by 2%–12%.
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Figure 8 (Color online) The recognition results in AR.

Table 2 The recognition results (%) in AR

Gallery 1 2 4 6 8

ScSPM 17.40 ± 2.83 31.56 ± 1.42 52.13 ± 0.94 64.97 ± 0.97 73.37 ± 0.82

SRC 25.01 ± 2.31 39.64 ± 1.38 56.59 ± 1.21 66.08 ± 0.84 72.56 ± 0.75

LCRC 34.00 ± 1.46 55.00 ± 1.55 75.93 ± 1.09 85.53 ± 0.76 88.07 ± 0.32

SLF+RKR 34.67 ± 1.35 59.76 ± 1.22 74.37 ± 0.96 82.70 ± 0.87 90.39 ± 0.44

RLR 41.25 ± 2.03 63.89 ± 1.99 81.83 ± 1.41 87.04 ± 1.23 92.53 ± 0.83

RSRC-ASP(Non) 36.13 ± 1.96 57.73 ± 1.41 78.20 ± 1.38 85.60 ± 0.86 89.13 ± 0.79

RSRC-ASP(A) 38.23 ± 2.58 59.87 ± 2.12 80.50 ± 1.93 86.13 ± 1.48 89.90 ± 1.12

RSRC-ASP(B) 42.47 ± 1.35 64.73 ± 1.21 85.07 ± 1.08 88.73 ± 0.83 91.73 ± 0.49

RSRC-ASP(C) 51.27 ± 1.82 69.07 ± 1.91 87.13 ± 1.50 90.73 ± 0.94 93.53 ± 0.66

Table 3 The recognition results (%) in CMU PIE

Gallery 1 2 4 6 8

ScSPM 36.00 ± 2.01 60.10 ± 2.92 68.82 ± 2.66 74.15 ± 1.89 76.61 ± 2.03

SRC 38.35 ± 2.64 59.80 ± 2.03 72.25 ± 1.71 78.20 ± 1.96 81.05 ± 1.80

LCRC 48.50 ± 2.15 67.70 ± 3.03 77.65 ± 1.92 82.60 ± 1.77 84.25 ± 1.55

SLF+RKR 42.31 ± 3.22 61.49 ± 2.56 71.27 ± 1.95 80.54 ± 1.96 83.95 ± 1.41

RLR 60.87 ± 1.46 73.93 ± 1.25 83.37 ± 1.10 86.20 ± 0.85 88.25 ± 0.66

RSRC-ASP(Non) 50.45 ± 2.59 69.30 ± 2.11 79.90 ± 1.90 83.70 ± 1.49 86.50 ± 1.52

RSRC-ASP(A) 58.14 ± 1.85 76.33 ± 1.71 84.60 ± 1.41 88.26 ± 0.96 89.90 ± 0.77

RSRC-ASP(B) 56.50 ± 1.41 74.40 ± 1.34 83.10 ± 0.90 86.55 ± 0.65 88.45 ± 0.49

RSRC-ASP(C) 65.48 ± 1.31 75.85 ± 0.96 81.50 ± 0.85 85.13 ± 0.54 87.48 ± 0.48

4.1.3 CMU PIE

The CMU PIE database [34] contains 68 individuals’ frontal color images with variations of illumination,

expression and poses. All the experimental environments remain the same with in the former subsections.

Recognition results are shown in Figure 9 and Table 3. The proposed RSRC-ASP methods achieve 2%–

8%’s improvements.
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Figure 9 (Color online) The recognition results in CMU PIE.

Table 4 Recognition results (%) in LFW

Method Recognition result Method Recognition result

SRC 72.7 ± 2.25 ScSPM 56.3 ± 3.62

LCRC 74.2 ± 1.46 SLF+RKR 71.9 ± 1.35

RLR 74.3 ± 0.63 RSRC-ASP(Non) 74.3 ± 0.41

RSRC-ASP(A) 74.1 ± 0.22 RSRC-ASP(B) 75.6 ± 0.33

RSRC-ASP(C) 76.2 ± 0.18

4.1.4 LFW

LFW [35] is a large-scale database, which contains variations of pose, illumination, expression, misalign-

ment and occlusion. In our experiments, we follow the experimental design in [36]. 143 subjects with no

less than 11 samples per subject are chosen (4174 images in total) for experiments. For each person the

first 10 samples are used for training data while the rest for testing. 10436 generic face samples collected

on the Internet and other data sets are utilized for training auxiliary dictionary or residual criterion.

Table 4 illustrates the recognition results comparing with a few of the state-of-the-art methods.

As the recognition results illustrated above, the proposed RARC-ASP method could achieve significant

improvements comparing with the original spatial pyramid methods in various data sets. The experimen-

tal results verify the efficacy and stability of the proposed RSRC-ASP methods, which are more robust

to variations caused by poses and misalignment. Meanwhile, dominant improvements are achieved with

the robust local strategies. Additionally, it proves LNR strategy is more effective to misalignment and

pose variations, but it is quite sensitive to illumination and occlusion variations as shown in Subsections

4.1.1 and 4.1.2. LIBRC and local auxiliary dictionary strategies own superior representation ability to

represent local intra-class variations and are proven more robust to illumination and occlusion variations.

4.2 Efficiency

Experiments for comparing the efficiency of different spatial pyramid method are also conducted in

extended Yale B, AR and CMU PIE. In each representation, 20 samples per subject are exploited as

training dictionary. Experiments were implemented using MATLAB on a 2.5 GHz PC with 8 GB RAM.

The proposed RSRC-ASP methods are proven to be competitively efficient as the state-of-the-art spatial

pyramid based sparse representation method, as illustrated in Table 5.
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Table 5 Efficiency results (averaged running time per sample)

Method Efficiency (s) Method Efficiency (s)

SRC 1.094 ScSPM 1.191

SLF-RKR(L1) 0.672 RLR 0.665

RSRC-ASP(Non) 0.423 RSRC-ASP(A) 1.342

RSRC-ASP(B) 0.581 RSRC-ASP(C) 0.695

Table 6 The recognition results (%) via local auxiliary dictionary’s sizes

Auxiliary dictionary’s size
Method

50 100 200 300 500

RSRC-ASP(C) 85.44 ± 0.96 86.53 ± 0.73 86.92 ± 0.61 87.18 ± 0.55 87.10 ± 0.38

Table 7 The recognition results (%) via different spatial pyramid structure

Pyramid structure
Method

{1} {1, 2, 3} {1, 2, 3, 6} {6} {1, 2, 3, 6, 36}

RSRC-ASP(Non) 72.69 ± 1.89 86.90 ± 0.62 96.50 ± 0.32 94.86 ± 0.21 96.13 ± 0.11

RSRC-ASP(A) 72.69 ± 1.89 87.04 ± 0.88 97.20 ± 0.43 94.44 ± 0.18 96.27 ± 0.21

RSRC-ASP(B) 78.58 ± 0.65 89.00 ± 0.71 97.60 ± 0.38 95.81 ± 0.06 97.69 ± 0.18

RSRC-ASP(C) 82.85 ± 0.72 93.21 ± 0.21 98.34 ± 0.55 97.52 ± 0.13 98.43 ± 0.08

4.3 Further discussion

In this subsection, experiments are conducted on extended Yale B database for checking some hype-

parameters’ influences in RSRC-ASP. For fair comparison, we fix the training dictionary size as 4 samples

per subject and then conduct recognition experiments with other hype-parameters varying.

4.3.1 Size of local auxiliary dictionary

RSRC-ASP is a subspace based method, which requires dictionary being over-complete to represent

the query facial samples. While for strategy C, the influence of local auxiliary dictionary is rather

ignored in the above experiments. Focussing on this issue, firstly, we learn a series of local auxiliary

dictionaries with various dictionary sizes. Then we conduct RSRC-ASP method with different local

auxiliary dictionaries. Recognition results are illustrated in Table 6. As the local auxiliary dictionary’s

size increasing, the proposed RSRC-ASP performs much better. However, when the local auxiliary

dictionary is over-complete (nearly 200–500), the recognition results of RSRC-ASP become stable.

4.3.2 Spatial pyramid structure

The performance of RSRC-ASP via different spatial pyramid structure is shown in Table 7. RSRC-ASP

methods achieve higher performances with more sub-patches and deeper pyramid structure. It proves the

spatial pyramid structure could better describe face samples’ information from multiple perspectives. In

addition, the multi-patches structure is more capable of valuing face samples’ local reliability in RSRC-

ASP’s framework, which highly enhances the proposed methods’ performances.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, for considering the differences of patches’ reliability and enhancing spatial pyramid based

methods’ robustness, we propose a novel method of robust sparse representation based classification in an

adaptive weighted spatial pyramid structure (RSRC-ASP). A sparsity evaluation based weighting strategy

is proposed for residual aggravating, emphasizing the reliability of different patches. In addition, three

local robust strategies: local-neighbourhood representation, local intra-class Bayesian residual criterion,

and local auxiliary dictionary, are exploited to enhance the robustness of RSRC-ASP. Experiments on

various data sets show that RSRC-ASP outperforms the classical sparse representation based classification
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methods especially for under-sampled face recognition problems. Our future work involves building deep

RSRC-ASP framework and enhancing RSRC-ASP’s computational efficiency.
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